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Abstract— The image co segmentation is the fundamental 

step in digital image processing and it is still researcher’s 

interested topic. The efficient image co segmentation 

algorithm is to be design to solve problems encountering in 

many computer vision applications. An efficient image co 

segmentation algorithm can considerably improve the 

performance of image processing applications like face 

recognition, object tracking etc. With different approaches 

the current image co segmentation methodologies is 

analyzed so that user interaction is possible with images. In 

this paper the detailed analysis of image co segmentation is 

done using different algorithms with their advantages and 

disadvantages. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Segmentation algorithms basically classified on the basis of 

discontinuity and similarity measures. Discontinuity means 

sudden change in image intensity value and similarity means 

portioning images into same pixel value regions. The 

methods of single image based segmentation methods are 

not advantageous as compared with image co-segmentation. 

Image co-segmentation is used to segment multiple images. 

The common object image segmentation from multiple 

images is convenient with respect to human interaction and 

which will achieve precise segmentation results as compared 

with respect to the single image based segmentation method. 

If the numbers of images are more and having complex back 

grounds then it is good to go for image co segmentation 

rather than single image segmentation. Many image co-

segmentation algorithms are developed in recent years such 

as MRF based image co-segmentation method, 

discriminative clustering co-segmentation and normalized 

graph cut method. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Research on many image co-segmentation methods is going 

on in the field of computer vision in fast few years such as 

MRF based image co-segmentation method, discriminative 

clustering co-segmentation and normalized graph cut 

method. 

H. P. Narkhede et al., [1] presented classification of 

image segmentation techniques with their advantages and 

disadvantages. The selection of best image segmentation 

technique is made easy. The author of this paper clearly 

explained some important segmentation techniques like 

Thresholding, Edge detection, Region based image 

segmentation etc. F. Meng, Guangghui Liu, [2] presented 

Image co segmentation via active counters technique. It is 

found that this method is most popular compared to all 

traditional methods like shape based segmentation, mutual 

segmentation and graph cut method. Image co-segmentation 

using active contour method will not support for region 

features such as shape, texture and with this multiple image 

based segmentation. Joulin, F. Bach et al., [3] discussed a 

novel method of discriminative clustering for doing co 

segmentation of images. The two basic set of techniques 

considered here are normalized cuts and kernel methods. 

The image is considered into two classes such as foreground 

and background. Through similarity approach the author 

maintained spatial consistency between image pairs. This co 

segmentation method hardly uses running time for doing 

image co segmentation is between20 seconds to 1.5 minutes. 

The work carried out has two drawbacks such as increased 

error rates and time consuming task. D. S. Hoch Baum et al., 

[4] presented an effective algorithm to do co segmentation 

of images. This method works well even though the 

background for two images is different, the similar objects 

in image pairs can be easily segmented. Histogram 

difference between image pair is calculated through bypass 

measurement it is observed that the histogram for 

background is different whereas histogram for foreground is 

same i.e. pixels within object have same value. The 

segmentation of image pair is done using Markov Random 

with binary labelling on graph. To construct region graph 

based method is used. The variations in bias magnitude and 

number of histogram levels will leads to variations in co 

segmentation technique. The cpu running time taken for this 

method is 25 sec/channels. It is observed that the error rate 

for this method is 3.0% whereas with graph cut method is 

found to 7.9%.  In this work evaluation considers only initial 

pixels and unsuccessful segmentation for database images 

like Kim, Iiama. T. Riklin-Raviv et al., [5] presented a shape 

based mutual segmentation technique by considering 

evolving object contour in both images. So that with 

multiple images having same object and different 

background can easily segment. For edge based 

segmentation and region a unified level set formulation 

along with a shape features is considered. For each image 

pair homography is calculated so from this accuracy is 

obtained. The level set considered is of a zero level set that 

evolves on every subject. Finally it is concluded that the 

mutual segmentation with shape features is superior image 

segmentation. For noisy images mutual segmentation with 

projectivity is used. This method leads to unsuccessful 

segmentation for database images duck, cddoga. Simon A 

Baker, [6] presented MRF based co segmentation and 

explained how to measure foreground similarity between 

multiple images but with this optimization of energy 

function is a difficult task. The measurement of similarity is 

done by in the MRF based co-segmentation method are 

Boykov-Jolly model, reward model, L1 norm, L2 norm. 

Along with MRF based co-segmentation method, 

discriminative clustering based segmentation methods and 

spectral clustering based methods are also combined to get 

better results. In MRF based co segmentation method the 

performance evaluation is done only with initial pixels but 

not the seed pixels, here author used only reward strategy. 
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This method results unsuccessful segmentation for database 

images Kim, Iiama. 

III. CLASSIFICATION OF CO SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES 

The remote sensing and computer vision communities share 

a common goal of extracting useful information from raw 

imagery. Both communities have exploited several trends 

that support the increasingly timely, cost effective, accurate, 

and effective automated extraction of information from raw 

imagery that include increasingly powerful, affordable, and 

available computer hardware increasingly sophisticated 

software tools, both commercial and open source, that have 

a proven track record; a growing community of computer 

knowledgeable users and an increasing proliferation of 

sophisticated sensors, both active and passive, ranging from 

handheld digital cameras to commercial satellites with 

drastically improved spatial, radiometric, and temporal 

resolution.  

While the computer vision (CV) community has 

many of the same goals as the remote sensing (RS) 

community, its applications are not focused in 

characterizing the earth’s surface but include a much wider 

range of applications. Computer vision applications include 

industrial, bio-medical, scientific, environment exploration, 

surveillance, document understanding, video analysis, 

graphics, games and entertainment. 

Segmentation of images is done based on following 

thresholding basic properties i.e., color value, gray or 

intensity level and texture and mainly based on similarity 

and discontinuity. According to discontinuity measurement 

portioning of image is done through the sudden changes in 

intensity or pixel values such as edge or boundary pixels in 

an image. Whereas with respect to similarities, the image is 

partitioned into regions for example first histogram of the 

image is calculated then based on gray values threshold is 

fixed.  

Many user interface image segmentation 

algorithms and methods have been developed now a day. To 

make them valuable, techniques are typically consolidated 

with a specific knowledge of domains so that it is possible to 

productively analyze and reduce the   segmentation 

problems encountering in domains. Some important image 

segmentation techniques are discussed in detail as follows. 

1) Thresholding based segmentation 

2) Edge detection techniques 

3) Region growing & merging methods 

4) Discriminative Clustering based Image Co 

segmentation Method 

5) Shape based mutual image co segmentation 

6) Active contour based image co segmentation 

A. Thresholding based Segmentation 

The thresholding method is the simplest and best method of 

image segmentation. This method will do binarization of 

image i.e., it convert a gray intensity image into a black and 

white image (binary pixel values) based on a threshold 

value. In Thresholding technique the determination of 

threshold value plays a vital role. This is done in two ways 

i.e., Local thresholding and Global thresholding. The 

thresholding example is clearly shown in fig 1.  

For example if T=168, then 

 

 
Fig. 1: Thresholding technique (a) Before segmentation (b) 

After segmentation (c) Histogram plot 

B. Edge Detection based Segmentation 

Basically the edge is considered as a connected set of pixels 

that lead to a boundary between disjoint regions. In edge 

detection based segmentation method region boundary 

pixels and edge pixels are nearly located; hence there will be 

a precise adaptation between pixel values at the image 

boundary region. So that edge based detection methods will 

be used as the base for other segmentation methods. The 

principle of edge detection is based on the property called 

discontinuity, currently the edge detection methods are 

classified such as gradient based edge detection and 

Lapalacian based edge detection as shown in Fig 2. 

 
Fig. 2: Classification of Edge Detectors 

The gradient based edge detectors are further 

divided into canny edge detector and classical edge 

detectors. Finally the classical edge detectors are subdivided 

into Robert, Prewitt and Sobel edge detectors. The edges got 

from edge detection are often disconnected due to 

irregularities in boundary area pixels. To make segmentation 

of object in an image however, we need closed region 

boundaries. 

C. Region Growing Methods 

The region growing methods works with principle that, the 

neighboring pixels within one region have similar pixel 

value compared to each and every pixel in neighbors. If 

there is similarity between pixels then the pixel is said to 

belong to that cluster or region as one of its neighbor. The 

region growing methods are classified into two types such as  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_segmentation#Thresholding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Region-growing
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1) Seeded region growing method 

2) Unseeded region growing method. 

The region growing technique can be analyzed in 

detail as shown in Fig 3(a) and (b). From Fig 3(a) it is 

observed that the seed pixel is fixed inside the region and 

based on pixel value the region will start to grow up to the 

boundary of particular region area. In Fig 3 (b) the region 

grown up to certain area as shown follows   

 
Fig. 3: Region Growing Method 

D. Discriminative Clustering Image Co Segmentation 

The two basic set of techniques considered here are 

normalized cuts and kernel methods. The image is 

considered into two classes such as foreground and 

background. Through similarity approach the author 

maintained spatial consistency between image pairs. The 

experiments conducted on a processor having a 2.4 gega 

hertz cpu with 16 Gega Bytes RAM and the complexity 

observed as O(N2) in terms of number of super pixels. This 

co segmentation method hardly uses running time for doing 

image co segmentation is between20 seconds to 1.5 minutes. 

The work carried out has two drawbacks such as increased 

error rates and time consuming task. 

E. Shape based Mutual Image Co Segmentation 

Shape based mutual segmentation technique by considering 

evolving object contour in both images. So that with 

multiple images having same object and different 

background can easily segment. For edge based 

segmentation and region a unified level set formulation 

along with a shape features is considered. For each image 

pair homography is calculated so from this accuracy is 

obtained. The level set considered is of a zero level set that 

evolves on every subject. Finally it is concluded that the 

mutual segmentation with shape features is superior image 

segmentation. For noisy images mutual segmentation with 

projectivity is used. This algorithm will leads to 

unsuccessful segmentation for database images duck, 

cddoga. 

F. Active Contour Based Image Co Segmentation 

It is found that this method is most popular compared to all 

traditional methods like shape based segmentation, mutual 

segmentation and graph cut method. Image co-segmentation 

using active contour method will not support for region 

features such as shape, texture and with this multiple image 

based segmentation is not possible. The image co 

segmentation comes under the image analysis layer. This 

segmentation technique gives features or object parts to 

carry out further operations like image description, 

identification etc., the advantages and disadvantages of 

different image co segmentation techniques are listed in the 

following Table 1. 

Segmentation techniques Advantages Disadvantages 

Thresholding Technique 
It  gives prior information about the image 

and it requires less computational complexity 

This method doesn’t work well for images not 

having proper valleys and peaks. 

This method will not consider the spatial 

domain  details so that its compulsory that the 

segmented regions are continuous 

Edge detection technique 

Works better with images having good 

contrast between region boundaries and easy 

to perceive by human interaction. 

Does not work well if there are too many edges 

and less immune to noise compared to other 

techniques. 

Region growing methods 
More noise immune compared to edge 

detection 
Selection of seed pixel needs human interaction 

Discriminative 

Clustering Image Co 

segmentation 

More than one image can be segmented in 

parallel 

Increased error rates and time consuming task 

 

Shape based mutual 

image co segmentation 

Better segmentation results compared to 

discriminative clustering method 

Here the similarity shape of image  is 

influenced by changes in shape that is changes 

in scale, pose and rotation 

Active contour based 

image co segmentation 

Reduced error rates compared to all other 

techniques 

Uses only rewarding strategy. Performance 

evaluation considers only initial pixels. 

Table 1: Comparative Analysis of Image Co Segmentation Techniques 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the survey of image co segmentation 

algorithms used in digital image processing is discussed 

briefly. In medical science field to detect cancerous cells 

image co segmentation algorithms helps a lot. Image co 

segmentation algorithms are used in computer vision 

applications like Face recognition, Object tracking, 

Environmental whether forecasting etc., Comparison of 

Thresholding based segmentation, edge based segmentation, 

region growing method discriminative clustering method, 

shape based mutual segmentation and active contour based 
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segmentation are discussed in detail. Finally the advantages 

and disadvantages for different image co segmentation 

algorithms are listed from that a best co segmentation 

algorithm can be selected easily. 
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